
14. I’ve heard about copper bullets breaking off their petals and radiating secondary 
projectiles, supposedly causing greater wound trauma and more effective outcomes. 
Do OEP hunting bullets do this, does OEP support that view?

In short, no, OEP does not support this view, and have designed their bullets to maintain the 
petals, maximising frontal area (and therefore cavitation, resulting in maximum wound 
trauma) and weight retention (momentum and penetration). 

This is another question that seems to generate a lot of emotive opinions, and again, any 
comments here are unlikely to change many views, we simply offer our observations and 
perspectives, considering the best data that we have to date.
We have used quite a number of fragmenting projectiles (competitive copper hunting bullet 
products from multiple manufacturers) and ask the reader to consider the following;

 Ballistic gelatine was specifically designed to simulate human target resistance (for 
the armed and law enforcement services) under well-defined conditions. (Bullet 
Penetration – Modelling the Dynamics and the Incapacitation Resulting from Wound 
Trauma – Duncan McPherson). It is a poor representation of the resistance of a 
game animal’s hide and larger/heavier/denser muscle or bone. Spectacular 
photography of radiating petals in ballistic gelatine tells us very little of how bullet 
fragments will behave on the shoulder of a mud encrusted boar or rutting sambar 
stag.

 As such, we have sought to investigate the lethality of the competitive ‘radiating 
copper petal’ theory through autopsies. We employed the use of metal detectors to 
recover projectiles wherever possible, along with these so called secondary 
projectiles. We observe that;

o The shape of broken off petals appears to be velocity dependent, but there 
were a great many other factors (such as target resistance, shot angle, 
calibre etc.) that influenced their form. These shapes ranged from odd looking 
flakes to little hollow balls about the size of a No. 2 shotgun pellet.

o The petals found weighed in on average, roughly 2 grains, or a third to 
quarter of a small air rifle pellet. Cross sectional density and momentum were 
as a result, impossible to calculate, but obviously extremely low.

o We found that petals that break off at very high velocities (above 3,000 fps) 
rarely penetrated much further than 20 – 50 mm past hide entry, depending 
on the factors previously mentioned. ‘Vitals’ damage was virtually discounted.

o Petals that broke off at more moderate velocities were less commonly found 
and further along the wound channel, but again, in relatively close proximity to 
the wound channel.

o We contend that radiating bone fragments appear to have the potential (if rib 
or foreleg bones are struck) to cause greater secondary fragment radiation 
impact than any copper petals.

 Relatively few main bullet shanks were recovered from this product group, but of 
those that were; many had shed petals in some way. They behaved like flat nosed 
solids, and appeared to kill in a similar fashion. (Delayed terminal effect)

 The wound channels were often deep, but minimal in diameter.
 This type of bullet appears well suited to maximum meat recovery, but requires 

clinically precise shot placement.



It was these observations, and the application of McPherson’s work, that lead OEP to 
develop what we believe to be a significantly superior hunting bullet. We aren’t promising 
that our petals will never break off, but we have yet to find one in a game animal, as 
recommended within the intended game range specifications.

OEP Hunting Bullets for;
Full Expansion (@ 2,000 fps) provides maximum shock transfer, greater temporary and 
deeper permanent wound channels.
Full weight Retention (95% plus) for full value momentum and straight line penetration.

Experience more spectacular one shot outcomes with OEP Hunting Projectiles!

OEP hunting bullets: Accurate, reliable, devastating performance. We invite you to try them, 
and see for yourself!


